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Covering some recollections of years 1995-2002
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"counting experiment" 
Aim ~ 0.1% accuracy on R

Direct CP violation in Kaon system with NA48

KL→π0π0 most difficult mode 
BR ~ 0.1% 
Rely on photon detection 
Need: 
- Good energy resolution (bkg rejection) 
- Small systematics on Energy scale and 
linearity (kaon fiducial region definition)

D = 1/MK √(Σ EiEj rij2) 
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σ(E)/E = 3.2%/√(E/GeV) ⊕ (0.1 GeV)/E ⊕ 0.5%
should keep noise and constant term small
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Liquid Krypton calorimeter
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Cold preamplifier inside LKr 

Electronics noise ~ 10 MeV per 
channel 

Coherent noise << Total noise 
over a photon shower
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Not everything was always smooth: 
Some issues with original HV blocking capacitors limited the 
High voltage operating value to 1500 V in 1997 
This led to space charge effect from the decays of the high 
intensity kaon beams which had to be corrected in the data 
This was then solved by changing the capacitors to use a 
printed circuit design => no limitation to operate NA48 at high 
intensity in the following years

response drop at small 
Radius in 1997



Special "eta" runs

Probe and improve  calorimeter 
response uniformity  

Check energy scale at two different 
locations (beginning and end of 
Kaon decay region) 

Data taken during special runs 

Not always very popular but turned 
out to be extremely useful 
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Special "eta" runs

By product: 
Found that eta mass value 
in the PDG was ~4 sigma off 
at the time 

Took a bit of time to convince 
ourselves of the robustness of 
our measurement 

3pi0 decays for mass 
measurement 

γγ decays (and continuum 2pi0 
production) to check energy 
scale using our measured eta 
mass value => Energy scale 
OK to ~ 0.03 %
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From latest PDG eta mass review

A.Nikolaev et al https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.3710

https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.3710
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Final result from NA48: Re(ε'/ε)=(14.7 ± 1.4stat ± 1.7syst)10-4 
"Contributions of LKr"  to systematic uncertainty: 
     0.8 10-4 (energy scale, linearity) 
     0.5 10-4 (time measurement) 
     0.3 10-4 (bkg syst)

PDG world average (16.2 ± 2.0)10-4 
Legacy measurement 
Consistent with SM ?
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